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ABSTRACT: The paper describes the restoration of cast-iron tunnel linings in a section of shield tunnelling
work for Calcutta Metro construction. A series of subsidences- occurred near the exit shaft of the tunnel due
to a sewer and manhole collapse. The resulting soil loss badly damaged the linings for a length of about
_12m. As part of the restoration work the soil above the tunnel was stabilised by chemical grouting both from

the ground surface and from inside the ttmnel. The damaged linings were replaced one at a time with
supporting jacking frames erected inside the tunnel to provide temporary support. The gain in strength of the
soil by chemical grouting was adequate to ensure stability ofthe soil.
1 INTRODUCTION

hydraulic jacks mounted around the periphery of the
shield. The shield was lowered into any entry shaft

The first underground railway line for the Rapid
Transit System of Calcutta runs Lmder themajor
North South corridor of the city and extends from

built by the well sinking method with 2m thick
R.C.C. steining or with R.C.C. diaphragm walls. At
the point of shield entry a brick masonry wall was
provided in the steining which was later dismantled

Dum Dum in the North to Tollygunge in the South.
The total length of the aligmnent is l6.45krri and is
served by 17 stations. For most of the aligmnent the
line goes underground, except for a small elevated
stretch near Tollygunge, Fig. 1. The work was done
in phases and stretches were progressively opened to
traffic. The project is expected to be completed by

to facilitate shield propulsion. The face was
excavated manually in the upper region of the tunnel
so that the shield could advance while operating the

jacks. As the shield advanced the lining segments
were lifted one by one mechanically by an erector
arm situated on the back of the shield drtun to place

1996.

the ttmnel linings in position. For further
advancement of the shield the jacks were made to
react against the already erected linings in the rear.

Most of the underground sections have been built
by the cut and cover method, while a small length of
about l.08km has been completed by Driven Shield

The shield weighed about 90 tons and had three
basic components: the cutting edge with a hood in

Tunnelling (5.1 internal diameter) between
Belgachia and Shyambazar stations. The tunnel
linings were made of cast iron segments for some

the front housing for the jacks; other ancillary
control equipment; and a rail piece to house the

length and prefabricated R.C.C.segments (200mm)

lining rings. The interspace between the lining and
the bore made by the shield was grouted with 1:3
cementxsand grout about 5 atmospheres pressure
immediately after erection. This was followed by a

for the major length. The tunnel was inclined in
contract sections (CS) 4B (780m) and 3B (300m),
Fig. 2.

secondary grouting. The whole work was

undertaken in compressed air of 2 atmospheres
2 SHIELD TUNNELLTNG

absolute pressure to keep the cutting face stable and
to keep the ground water out of the working area and

I

The Shield Tunnelling used a hollow steel

minimise surface and building settlements during
construction.

cylindrical shield with 19 nos. 100 tonnes capacity
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3 CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS
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While the up and down tunnels in cs 48 were
successfully completed, in CS 38 only the up ttumel
could be completed and the down tunnel had to be
abandoned after a length of about 15m as the shield
nose dived and became partially buried (Fig. 3),
There were a series of subsidences above the up
tunnel alignment resulting in collapse of completed
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rings of the up tunnel near the entry shaft for a
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length of about 40m and distress and distortion in
tunnel lining segments for a length of about 20m at
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the exit end.

The soil profile in CS 38 is shown in Fig. 4. As
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can be seen from this profile, the tunnel is situated in
dense fine grained silty sand with a high silt content
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in some locations. This silty sand layer is overlain
by a clayey silt/silty clay layer for a depth of about
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4m to Sm over which a thin layer of loose fill
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occurs. This piezometric head of water in this area
was observed to be at 5.50 to 6.00m below ground
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level i.e. at or above the crown level of the tunnel.
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4 HISTORY OF FAILURE

.Sarobaf
The construction of 3B up tunnel was started in
October, 1986. The entry shaft was built of 1.0m
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Fig. 1. Calcutta Metro Alignment showing location
of Shield Tunnelling.
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thick R.C.C. diaphragm walls and 1.50m dia
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and supplying compressed air. Immediately after
the shield penetrated the side wall of the shaft, a

E
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cavity was noticed in front of the shield with
collapse of soil from the face into the shield. The
construction of the up tunnel under compressed air
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Casagrande type contiguous bored piles. The ttmnel
was pressurised by sealing the shaft with an adapter
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Fig. 2. Shield Ttmnel Alignment in contract section 3B and 4B.
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Fig. 3. Shield Ttmnel in Contract Section 3B between Entry Shaft and Exit Shaft.

could then continue thereafter without much
difficulty, though there were frequent drops in air
pressure. Most of the time two compressors had to
be used to maintain /the air pressure at 0.60 to 0.65
bars above normal.

The down tunnel construction was started after
the up tunnel had reached a length of 228m in July
1988. A 2m thick R.C.C. pressure wall with two air
locks, was constructed at a distance of about 20m
from the entry shaft. Immediately after dismantling
the diaphragm wall inthe entry shaft to facilitate
shield entry for the down tu11nel,'there was a sudden

drop of air pressure with significant escape of air

from the crown. The ‘pressure could not be
maintained even at 0.5 bars after putting 3
compressors into service. A cavity was formed at
the surface at the junction of the diaphragm wall and
the soil face. Soil with water entered into the tumiel
and a sand blow was noticed at the bottom and front
face of the shield which then exhibited a nosing

down tendency. With proper packings, the shield

was activated and the down tunnel work was

progressed with difficulty up to the 14th ring i.e.
about 10m from the entry point. At this stage the
tunnel work came to a stop due to labour problems.
The up tunnel was completed in May 1989 for a

length of 286m when the shield touched the
diaphragm wall at the exit end. Immediately after
this there were sewer and manhole collapses in the
vicinity of the exit shaft as a result of which the up
tunnel became flooded through the gaps in the exit

end and the subsidences were noticed. The
compressed air pressure dropped to 0.2 bars. This
condition continued for a long time until the sewer
was diverted and a new manhole was built. In the
meantime continuous surface settlement was notice
on the partially completed down tunnel for a length
about 15m with soil loss into the completed tunnel

and entry shaft. Efforts to seal the down ttmnel
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mouth at the entry shaft so as to arrest further soil
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Fig. 4. Soil profile in Section 3B.
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Fig. 5. Distorted Tunnel Profile.

6 CHEMICAL GROUTIN G

loss did not succeed as the amount of excavation
still to be undertaken from inside the shaft was huge

and there iwere constant labour problems. In

Various alternatives were examined for controlling
the situation. Finally it was decided to stabilise the
soil above the affected tunnel by grouting from the
surface as Well as from the inside of the tunnel with
neat cement slurry -or cement bentonite or suitable

November 1990 -a lock-out was declared by the
contractor and all the work except the rrmning of the

compressors was stopped. The entire ttmnel from
Syambazar to Belgachiaibecame flooded from the
working area side _and the locks provided at the
pressure walls on either end of the 3B tunnel site

chemicals for a depth of about 3.0m around the
tunnel ring. The stabilisation was to be undertaken

gave way due to the constant drop in compressed air
pressure inside the 3B tunnel which could not resist
the water pressure. In June 1991 when pumping out
the water commenced from CS 4B end with a 100

to such an extent as to make the top arch of soil
above the tunnel crown sustain itself by arching

H.P. pump a massive subsidence over an area of
25m x 25m (approx.) occtured. This resulted in

inside after scraping out earth to form the proper
profile. This appeared to be the most practicable

nose diving and burial of the down tunnel shield and

disturbance. _

while removing the affected key and side segments
of the lining one at a time and replacing them from

solution because it involved least surface

collapse of the cast iron lining rings. At the exit

end, the tunnel deformed with distortion and

The success of the scheme depended largely on
the gain in strength of soil to sustain itself by
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cracking in the upper segments of the C.I. linings for
a length of about 16m from the exit end.

5 EXTENT QF COLLAPSE

1 (Theoretical 41485 l

At the exit end a series of subsidences occrured due

I_

to sewer and manhole collapses. Consequent soil
loss through the gaps in the shield and diaphragm

¢ 5065 '

Wall caused the C.I. tunnel segments in the up-tunnel

to be badly cracked and deformed for a length of
about 12m from the end (F ig. 5).

The key segments at the top and the side 'T'
segments had cracked and settled due to bolt
elongation, and the circular tunnel took the shape of

an ellipse (Fig. 6). As the resultant tunnel

clearances were not? adequate for the passage of
trains, rectification and restoration of the tunnel into
its original circular shape became necessary.

6'CI
(Theoretical h934)

Segments

Fig. 6. Deformed Tumrel Lining
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arching while the tunnel segments could be removed
and replaced to the proper profile. .The solid in-situ

above the ttmnel consisted of silty fine sand for a
depth of about 2 to 2.5m with a field permeability
ranging between 0.8 x l0`5 m/sec and 3_0 X l0`5 m/s.

Moreover the upper soil in this area was in a

-disturbed state due to the series of subsidences.

Under these circumstances, problems of evolving a
suitable grouting technique to strengthen the soil for
a considerable thickness above the tunnel roof was

difficult. It was finally decided to use two stage
grouting i.e. cemenbbentonite from the ground
surface and silica gel grouting radially from inside
the tunnel (Fig. 6). Cement bentonite grouting in the
ratio of 1:20 was undertaken from the surface on a
grid of grout holes spaced at 2.0m x 3.0m centres.
This was completed to a depth of about 5.0 to 6.0m
from the surface over an area of 20.0 X l0.0m.
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Distorted

For radial grouting_ from inside the tunnel,
commercially available soditun silicate and ethyl

Shape of Tunnel

acetate were used.” Laboratory tests were undertaken
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with various proportions ofthe two compotmds to
investigate gel time, shear strength and penetrability.

Locally available soditun silicate in liquid form

(For chemical grout)

confinning to IS:38l-71 (Type II Neutral) and Ethyl

acetate in liquid form conforming to lS:229-72

Shape of Tunnel

(Grade 2) were found suitable for the purpose. The
proportion finally arrived at was 50:10:40 (Sodium
silicate:Ethyl acetate:Water) by volume. This gave a

as completed ,

gel time varying between 40-50 minutes. The

undrained shear strength of the stabilised soil after
grouting (25 t/rnz) was found to be ten times higher

Fig. \7. Chemical grouting above affected Tunnel

than the original strength of the soil (2.5 t/mz).

Lining

from the exit end to the steel bulk head. This
7 RESTORATION WORK

at site: `

The following sequence of operations was adopted

a) As the ttmnel was filled up with water and soil
sltu'ry and the only access available was from the
exit- end, an opening was made in the diaphragm
wall measuring about 3.0m x l.5m. Divers were
sent into the tunnel to assess the condition of the
ttmnel linings, bulk head etc.
b) Deep Wells were installed on either side of the Up
tunnel at the exit end for continuous dewatering.

c) A steel bulk head was erected at a distance of
about 50m from the entry end. This work was
undertaken under water by carrying steel sections on
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an improvised raft and completing tmderwater

welding for connecting sections.
d) A video was taken of the top half of the tunnel

indicated the extent of cracks in the C.l. segments at
the top, and tunnel ring deformation.
e) Measurements were taken and plotted to ascertain

the shape of the deformed tunnel at each ring

location.
f`) Temporary steel supports were erected at the top
to guard against further deformation (Fig. 7).

g) The water/soil sltury was pumped out of the

ttmnel and the base cleaned to facilitate the second
potu' of concrete nd track laying.
h) Cement bentonite grouting was carried out Bom
the top to stabilise the soil above the Up tunnel in
this region.

i) Chenrical grouting with Sodium silicate:Ethyl
acetate and Water in the ratio of 50:10:40 was
completed under pressure radially from inside the
tunnel through holes available in the centres of the
C.I. segments.

k) Steel platforms and supporting and jacking

frames were erected inside the tunnel in this zone
(up to 20m from _the exit end).
l) The key segment of one tunnel ring was removed.

The consolidated earth was scraped out from inside
to the required extent. A new C.I. key segment was
placed and heldin position by means of a jack. A 'T'
segment was removed from one side and earth was

scraped to give the proper trmnel shape and
dimensions. A new 'T' segment was placed and
held by jacks. After the top 'T' segments and key
segments were replaced, the gaps due to the altered
tunnel circumference were filled up with galvanised

steel plates with matching bolt holes and the
segments were all bolted to each other to form the
ring. The operations had to be repeated ring by ring

while keeping the adjacent lining rings always
supported by jacks.
In certain C.I_. segments, particularly the key and

the side 'T' segments, therewere minor cracks. Here

instead of removing and replacing the segments,
new galvanised mild steel segments of equivalent

strength were manufactured and bolted to the
existing C.I. segments. Galvanised H.T. bolts were
used. The gaps between the new and old segments
were pressure grouted with epoxy.

The repair of the Up circular tunnel was thus
completed. Before laying the track bed concrete, a
thorough survey was conducted forthe condition of
all segments. The tunnel chords 'were measured
frequently to check for deformations, During the
construction of the adjacent down tunnel by the cut
and cover method with R.C.C. bored piles walls the'
Up tunnel was kept supported from the inside with
steel frames for the entire length to guard against
possible deformations.

8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The rectification of tunnel linings after stabilisation
of the soil by chemical grouting proved to be a very
effective way of restoring the original shape of the
tunnel which was badly damaged and distorted by

ground subsidence. The temporary supports
provided inside the tunnel proved effective even
while an adjacent tunnel was made close to the
affected tturnel.
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